Design and power of a population pharmacokinetic study.
This paper investigated the influence of critical design factors on the power of a population pharmacokinetic (PK) study for identifying subpopulations that have different drug clearance than the typical population. A study simulation approach was used for the power estimation. The design factors included the number of subjects, sampling scheme, and compliance. The false positive rates of incorrectly identifying a subpopulation were estimated for several scenarios. The false positive rates of the population PK study was relatively low, except when the numbers of subjects with full profiles and the subjects with troughs were distributed between populations in an unbalanced manner. The total number of subjects did not seem to have as much influence on study power as the number of subjects in the subpopulation, as long as the total number of subjects was significantly larger than the subpopulation. The variability of sampling time played an important role in both the statistical power and the accuracy of the estimated difference in clearance. Taking three samples provided greater power and better accuracy than taking two samples per subject. Taking only trough samples provided little power and poor estimation of clearance difference. Adding subjects with full profiles to a study with only trough samples taken in other subjects did not satisfactorily improve the clearance estimation. It was critical to account for dosing record in the population PK analysis to achieve appropriate power and accuracy. If the variability in dosing time was accounted for in the analysis, it improved the accuracy of the estimated difference in clearance. Missing dose administrations reduced the study power and resulted in deviation of estimated clearance difference. The power of a study should be determined prospectively to ensure appropriate study design for specific study objectives.